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Artificial Intelligence and INSPIRE:
Leveraging the INSPIRE Code Lists



Minerva’s Core Business
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Minerva Intelligence Inc. is a private company focused on bringing the
benefits of Artificial Intelligence technology to the mining industry and other
industries dependent on reasoning with complex technical and scientific terms
and concepts, such as:

• Natural Hazard
Mapping

• Environmental
Monitoring

• Urban and
Rural Planning

• Insurance



Minerva’s Special Emphasis:
Embedding Human Knowledge in Machines
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Many cognitive problems do not have enough training examples
for solution by Machine Learning

• Minerals
exploration

• Forecasting of
environmental
contamination

• Anticipation of
negative / non-
sustainable urban
development

Examples



HUMAN KNOWLEDGE RESIDES IN LITERATURE
It requires Knowledge Engineering to express on computers
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INSPIRE Code Lists: Terminology for AI
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Terminologies are the building blocks of knowledge, and, along with numbers
and images, they are the fundamental elements of communication between
humans and humans, and between humans and machines.

Ontologies express
fundamental and
permissible
relationships
between terms used
during knowledge
representation and
entity description.

Semantic Networks
are knowledge
representation and
entity description
structures.



Ontologies and Semantic Networks
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An Ontology Editor A Semantic Network

The Novo Bana Mineral
Deposit

Terms from a Code List
here are used to describe the mineral deposit here



Minerva’s AI System Architecture
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INSPIRE
INSPIRE



Example Application: Mineral Exploration Targeting
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~35 layers of
public

domain data
input here

85 US Geological
Survey Mineral
Deposit Models
input here

85 Target maps
output here



Example Application (Incomplete):
Hazard Level Map of Contamination from

Abandoned Mines in the EU
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This map shows potential hazard levels from
mine facility pollution, based on land use*,
lithology, and distance from a mine facility.
Each map feature (polygon) is described by a
semantic network as shown in the bottom right.
The ranking of pollution hazard was evaluated
by comparing these semantic networks with one
specific pollution hazard model.

Different maps are to be produced
for different hazard models.

*From the
INSPIRE
Code List



Example Application (Incomplete):
Hazard Level Map of Contamination from

Abandoned Mines in the EU
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This map shows potential hazard from mine
facility pollution, based on land use*, lithology,
and distance from a mine facility. Each map
feature (polygon) is described by a semantic
network as shown in the bottom right. The
ranking of pollution hazard was evaluated by
comparing these semantic networks with one
specific pollution hazard model.

Different maps are to be produced
for different hazard models.

*From the
INSPIRE
Code List

Work suspended because of logical
inconsistencies and other

shortcomings of the INSPIRE Land Use
Classification System (HILUCS).

Decision taken to re-engineer HILUCS
to comply with the principles of

Aristotle.



ARISTOTELIAN TAXONOMIES:
A Prerequisite for Intelligent Systems (Human or Machine)
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Aristotelian Definitions

Categorizing objects, the basis for modern ontologies, has a long history. Aristotle
(350 B.C.) suggested the definition of a class C in terms of:

Genus: a superclass of C. The plural of genus is genera.
Differentia: the attributes that make members of the class C different

from other members of the superclass of C.

This methodology does not, in general, give a tree hierarchy of classes.

Objects can be in many classes.

Each class need not have a single most-specific superclass.

However, it is still straightforward to check whether one class is a
subclass of another, to check the meaning of a class, and to determine
the class that corresponds to a concept in your head.

In rare cases, this results in a tree structure, most famously in the
Linnaean taxonomy of living things. It seems that the reason this is a
tree is because of evolution.

Trying to force a tree structure in other domains has been much less
successful.

This methodology does not, in general, give a tree hierarchy of classes.

Objects can be in many classes.

Each class need not have a single most-specific superclass.

However, it is still straightforward to check whether one class is a
subclass of another, to check the meaning of a class, and to determine
the class that corresponds to a concept in your head.

In rare cases, this results in a tree structure, most famously in the
Linnaean taxonomy of living things. It seems that the reason this is a
tree is because of evolution.

Trying to force a tree structure in other domains has been much less
successful.

“Make Attributes Explicit
in Every Ontology”

https://artint.info/index.html



A Subset of HILUCS

 HILUCS is the main codelist (taxonomy) for the Land

use INSPIRE theme.

 It has 98 hierarchically structured classes, 3 levels.

 Each class has a definition.

 Minerva applied its workflow* to the HILUCS to

express it as an Aristotelian Taxonomy.

In summary, transformation of the HILUCS into
Aristotelian compliance is achieved by “deconstructing”
it first into a spreadsheet, listing each HILUCS term and
its defining attributes. This “matrix” is then imported
into an ontology editor, within which framework the
rules of logic are used to reconstruct the taxonomy into
a logically consistent, multi-hierarchical, “Aristotelian
Taxonomy”.
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THE INSPIRE HIERARCHICAL LAND USE
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

* This workflow and supporting software is available from Minerva.



WORKFLOW FOR ARISTOTELIANISING A TAXONOMY
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Subject Matter
Expert

Defines each term
by its properties

and values

Subject Matter
Translator

Ontology Expert

Audits for simple
conceptual or

semantic problems

Final
audited

Aristotelian
Taxonomy

Convert to an
Aristotelian
taxonomy

Expert maintains
taxonomy as it changes

over time



Expertise

 Subject Matter Expert: This is a professional in some discipline that has a deep
knowledge of the subject of the taxonomy. This could be a geologist, geographer
or surveyor who is an expert in minerals, mineral deposits, land cover or land use.

 Subject Matter Translator: This is a professional ideally with training in
linguistics, who is comfortable with terminological matters in general. Who also
has experience working with ontology experts and logic programming engineers.
This person’s role is to clarify the Subject Matter Expert’s knowledge and to assist
with expressing it into the appropriate ontological formats.

 Ontology Expert: This is an engineer who is an expert in developing and
programming an ontology – an activity often referred to as Knowledge Engineering
or Ontological Engineering. The OE applies significant manual effort in the
completion, consolidation, and validation of the generated ontology.

The building of Aristotelian taxonomies requires expertise
in both the subject domain, and in ontology engineering-
usually meaning two individuals with different professional
training. Ideally, these two individuals are supported by a
third individual with training in semantics.
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CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF EACH CLASS DEFINITION IS REQUIRED
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THE SPREADSHEET OF PROPERTIES AND VALUES
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“ACE” – THE ARISTOTELIAN CLASS EXPLORER
Open Source software developed by Minerva
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“ACE” – THE ARISTOTELIAN CLASS EXPLORER
Open Source software developed by Minerva
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ACE beta now available online:

HILUCS (taxonomy under construction)
http://www.similar2.com:8080/ACE-Editor/?ontology=http://similar2.com/ontologies/landUseAT-v1.owl

Mineral Deposit Types (new taxonomy under construction)
http://www.similar2.com:8080/ACE-Editor/?ontology=http://similar2.com/ontologies/mineralDepositsAT-v2.owl

INSPIRE Earth Materials (current with INSPIRE 2018)
http://www.similar2.com:8080/ACE-
Editor/?ontology=http://similar2.com/ontologies/earthmaterials201001d.owl



MANY OTHER TAXONOMIES NEED RE-STRUCTURING
The Aristotelian workflow is appropriate for all
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2018

2008

2009



ARISTOTELIAN COMPLIANCE
A Necessary* Discipline for all INSPIRE Taxonomies
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* For accurate Human and Artificial (Machine) Intelligence applications

Thank
You


